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Development of functional cell scaffolds and bioreactors for regenerativeTitle of

medicine based on stem cellsProject

It is no doubt that the basic research on cells and growth factors involving the phenomena ofAbstract of

tissue/organ regeneration is indispensable for regenerative medicine. However, even if theResearch

research of stem cells develops and the regeneration mechanism is elucidated, only by theProject

research results, regenerative medicine will not always be realized. It is of prime importance for

successful clinical application of regenerative medicine to develop the biomedical technology and

methodology (tissue engineering) which enable cells to proliferate and differentiate, resulting in

accelerated regeneration induction of tissues and organs.

In this research project, we create functional scaffolds which have superior natures for

attachment and proliferation of stem cells. In addition, we also design the bioreactors of cell

culture to accelerate the cell proliferation. One of the largest barriers to achieve the cell-based

regenerative medicine is the shortage of cells. The research objective is to increase the number of

adult stem cells to that clinically available by combining the functional cell scaffold with the

bioreactor system. Few researches on the separation and proliferation of stem cells have been

done, while the related technology is still immature at home and abroad. Various cell scaffolds

with 3-dimensional sponge structures are prepared from biodegradable polymers, followed by

being coated and coupled with bioactive substances, such as antibody, growth factors, and

adhesion molecules, to obtain functional scaffolds. In parallel, the bioreactors of agitation,

rotation, and perfusion types are designed. Cell culture experiments of tissue (adult) stem cells,

especially mesenchymal stem cells, under different culture conditions are performed together with

the scaffold and bioreactor system to evaluate the effect of the scaffold and bioreactor

characteristics on the cell proliferation in terms of cell biological and biochemical examinations.
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